
CAN’T DECIDE WHICH FABRIC TO CHOOSE FOR 
YOUR TEACHER CARRY ALL BAG?

Here is the low down on our fabrics... 

FABRIC 
OPTIONS



All our fabrics are pre-washed before 
construction.

My bag designs, fabric and shape 
have been years in the making, with 
continued perfecting and adjusting to 
get to the current design based on 
real feedback from real teachers and 
educators.  

They can withstand a considerable 
amount of weight but as with any 
handmade product will not take 
kindly to being misused and carrying 
excessive amounts of weight.  

Please use a reasonable amount of 
discretion when packing to not overfill 
the bags with excessive weights, if it’s 
too heavy for you to carry then it’s too 
much for your bag to withstand. That 
said if you are undecided between 
fabrics and do carry heavy items 
within reason, the cotton canvas 
fabrics are slightly more durable in 
their thickness than the water resistant 
ones but both fabrics are strong 
enough for everyday use. 

OUR FABRICS

WATER RESISTANT NYLON
As the name suggests it is water 
resistant

The fabric is nylon similar to what is 
used for rain coats, however ours is of 
very high quality and is soft to the touch

Water resistant nylon bags have a two 
tone finish to the fabric which can be 
seen up close and gives the bags their 
vibrant colours

If you are prone to dropping your 
bag where it lands and are not really 
concerned with washing it more than 
once a year then this is the fabric for 
you!

99% of spills or marks can be wiped 
away with a non-chemical baby wipe, 
antiseptic wipe or warm soapy cloth.

COTTON CANVAS 
The cotton canvas used for our bags is 
very high quality 12 or 14oz. The finish 
is a soft feel with a dense woven thread.

We recommend that all cotton canvas 
bags and accessories are sprayed with 
a fabric protector like scotch guard or 
similar to protect your bag.  Without 
using fabric protector the bags will last 
approximately 6-12 months with normal 
use before needing to be washed, 
however this will vary per owner.  With 
the use of fabric protector the need for 
washing will be considerably delayed. 

The cotton canvas is a very stylish 
option and as mentioned above is 
slightly thicker and stronger than the 
water resistant with a classic handbag 
look. Perfect for those who want style 
and strength.

We use a family owned and operated fabric supplier 
who we have known and ordered from for many 
years and are 100% happy with the quality fabrics 
they supply us for our products.

If you still have questions please send me a email at: 
teachercarryall@outlook.com

TEACHER CARRY ALL BAG
www.teachercarryall.com
@teachercarryallbag


